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TRANSLATION INVARIANT FORMS ONL^G) (Kp<oo)
by Jean BOURGAIN
Introduction.
It was proved by G.H. Meisters and W.M. Schmidt in [4] that translation invariant linear forms on the complex Lebesgue space L 2 (G), G a compact Abelian group with a finite number of components, are necessarily continuous and consequently scalar multiples of the Haar measure. Their result was generalized by B. Johnson (see [2] ) to the case of Abelian groups G such that G/C is polythetic, where C is the connected component of the identity. We will not consider such group theoretical refinements here and restrict ourselves essentially to the circle group case. It should be mentioned however that for instance the Hilbert space L 2 (D), D = {1 , -1}^ the Cantor discontinuum, does admit discontinuous translation invariant linear forms (see [4] ). In both [2], [4] [1]. For 1 <p < 3, the value for J can not be lowered. It seems more difficult to decide the sharpness of our theorem in case 3 <p. We adopt in our presentation the general situation of a translation invariant function lattice on G, solving partially the broader problem suggested in [4] .
Proof of main result.
Denote X the normalized Haar-measure of G and F its (discrete Abelian) dual. Assume X a translation invariant Banach lattice of complex-valued functions on the group G, thus II/ llx = 11/11 = \\r(a)f\\ whenever /EX and aEG, and X generated by F. We suppose that X is ^-convex and p'-concave for some 1 <p < 2 with constants M^^X) = M(^) (X) = 1 (see [3] for definitions and basic theory). In this setting, we may formulate the main theorem obtained in [5] and characterizing X as a certain interpolation space. Next fact which we recall is a consequence of the essential uniqueness of the Haar measure for compact Abelian groups and the connectedness assumption on G (see [4] , p. 413 for the details). // then f is any integrable complex valued function on ir 3 , we have the equality f f (Q)d0=f (fh)(a)da ~d = (a, ,. . . ,flj) . 
where c is a constant not depending on f.
Prop. 3 implies in particular the existence of some ~d E G 1 for j which, besides (2), ^ ll^[a]llx < c ||/|lx. Since X is reflexive, 7=1 a standard approximation and compactness argument enables us j then to write each /GX in the form /= £ {/, -T(^)./,} for 7=1 some fj ^ X, aj G G (1 < /' < J). A more careful analysis of the preceding shows that ~d = (a^ ,. . . , flj) may be chosen in a subset (depending on /) of G J with measure 1.
Clearly a translation invariant linear form on X has each element f~r(a)f in its null space and therefore coincides with a multiple of the (continuous) linear functional / -> /(O). The space
L'
1 (G) for 1 < q < oo is qf-convex and <7-concave, hence satisfies the p-convexity, p'-concavity hypothesis with p = min(q, q'). As a corollary, the statement appearing in the introduction follows. and similarly IIBJI. In order to obtain Prop. 3 it will be sufficient to prove the majoration S (IIAJI + HBJIXc.
(6) j=o
The norms appearing are estimated from (5). We restrict ourselves to IIBJI, which behaves worse than ||A,|| and determines the condition on J. Clearly, since XQ is translation invariant
The latter quantity is further dominated by 
/ =o
Thus we proved that
II BJ i
Xo -LXo <C(J)s-11 ' 1 .
